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Abstract: This study evaluated the use of a novel real-time MRI technique based on fast low angle shot (FLASH) MRI 

with radial encoding, gridding reconstruction, and sliding window for the assessment of temporomandibular joint (TMJ) 

dynamics in a cohort of 30 young volunteers without prior diagnosis of TMJ pathology. High-resolution images (0.75  

0.75 mm
2
, 5 mm section thickness) were obtained at 3 frames per second for active jaw movements without adjunctive 

devices. Real-time movies were evaluated with respect to image artefacts, anatomical visibility, diagnostic confidence, 

and TMJ function. During the entire opening and closing of the mouth, the relative positions of the mandibular condyle 

and articular disc were well depicted. Mean scores were 1.01 ± 0.65 for motion artefacts (scale: 0 = no to 3 = severe 

artefacts) and 2.03 ± 0.71 for anatomical detectability (scale: 1 = excellent to 5 = not visible). High inter-observer 

agreements were found for assessments of mandibular condyle movements (  = 0.83) and articular disc displacements (  

= 0.91). In latter cases, the point of disc reduction could precisely be identified. In conclusion, the proposed real-time MRI 

method offers robust access to TMJ dynamics with good image quality. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Diagnoses of temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disorders 
mainly involve imaging of the internal derangement, which 
often refers to an abnormal position of the articular disc 
relative to the mandibular condyle and articular eminence, 
i.e. an abnormal disc-condyle relationship and respective 
movements.  Because clinical examinations alone cannot 
fully assess these abnormalities [1], magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) has widely been accepted for the evaluation 
of TMJ disorders [2]. This is largely due to its non-
invasiveness, the access to arbitrary section orientations, and 
the native soft-tissue contrast. However, dynamic 
assessments of joint function remain a serious challenge. 
Early attempts by cine MRI relied on pseudo-dynamic 
recordings and employed a bite block or similar adjunctive 
device to control the mouth opening position for sequential 
step-by-step acquisitions [3-5]. Apart from the long 
measuring times and cumbersome examinations, the 
retrospective combination of images that represent static 
positions is physiologically not equivalent to the situation 
encountered during active jaw movement [6]. 

 Alternatively, a number of fast pulse sequences have 
been proposed for dynamic MRI [7-13], but so far no 
generally accepted approach of sufficient quality has 
evolved. Typical problems comprise susceptibility-induced  
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signal losses (e.g., for echo-planar imaging), sensitivity to 
off-resonance effects (e.g., balanced steady-state free 
precession sequences), or limited spatial resolution. 

 The aim of this contribution is to introduce a recently 
developed real-time MRI technique that provides a 
promising solution for the aforementioned problems. The 
approach combines fast low-angle shot (FLASH) gradient-
echo MRI pulse sequences with a radial data encoding 
scheme and a sliding window reconstruction using gridding 
[14]. In this article, we describe the first application of this 
novel technique to a group of young and previously 
undiagnosed subjects who presented with both normal and 
abnormal TMJ function. 

MATERIALS & METHODS 

Subjects 

 Thirty volunteers (8 men, 22 women; mean age 24.5 ± 
2.9 years [standard deviation]; age range 20 – 31 years) 
without prior diagnosis of TMJ disorder were recruited 
among the students of the local University. The whole study 
was approved by the institutional review board and all 
participants gave written informed consent before each MRI 
examination. Before MRI all subjects were physically 
examined by one author with 5 years of experience 
specialized in clinical examinations according to the 
guidelines of Axis I RDC/TMD [15].   

Real-Time MRI 

 All studies were conducted at 3 Tesla using a 
commercially available MRI system (Tim Trio, Siemens 
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Subjects were examined in 
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a supine position with the use of a bilateral 2  4 array coil 
(NORAS MRI products, Hoechberg, Germany) offering two 
independent and adjustable 4-element coils for the TMJ on 
both sides. The coils were positioned parallel to the 
Frankfurt horizontal plane (Fig. 1A) and imaging sections 
were chosen in an oblique sagittal orientation perpendicular 
to the long axis of the condylar head (Figs. 1B and 1C). 

 Prior to dynamic MRI, static multi-slice scout images in 
the closed-mouth position were obtained using the same 
sequence as applied for real-time MRI. For dynamic 
imaging, we employed a refocused radial FLASH MRI 
sequence with an in-phase condition for overlapping water 
and fat signals, because it offers the best visibility of joint 
structures, as demonstrated in Fig. (2). The imaging 
parameters were: repetition time TR = 4.3 ms, echo time TE 
= 2.2 ms, and flip angle 20°. In all cases, the field of view 
and in-plane resolution were 192  192 mm

2
 and 0.75  0.75 

mm
2
, respectively. Three sections with a thickness of 5 mm 

each contiguously covered the medial, central, and lateral 
part of the condylar head. Individual images were obtained 
from

 
385 spokes with a radial encoding scheme that involved 

5 interleaved turns each covering 360° of k-space with 77 
spokes [14]. The total image acquisition time was 1667 ms, 
while image updates for sliding window reconstructions 
were obtained after completion of each of the 5 turns, which 
yielded a temporal resolution of 3 frames per second. 

 Voluntary jaw movements were instructed by a video and 
the use of a projection setup (beamer, lens, screen, mirror) as 
employed for MRI studies of human brain function (Fig. 
1A). Each dynamic recording lasted for about 50 s and 
included one full cycle of maximum opening and closing of 
the mouth with a slow continuous movement. Altogether, the 
total MRI examination time was less than 8 min per subject.  

Image Evaluation 

 All real-time MRI data sets (movies) were quantitatively 
evaluated by independent observers blinded to the subject 
data and the clinical examination results. The subject order 
was randomized, but images from the same subject were 
reviewed at the same time according to diagnostic practice.  

 The presence of artefacts was assessed for 180 movies (6 
movies per subject, 30 subjects) by three MRI physicists 
with 30, 25, and 5 years of experience, respectively. The 
rating was based on a modified four-point scale [11], with a 
score of 0 indicating no artefacts; a score of 1, mild artefacts 
at abrupt movement; a score of 2, strong artefacts at abrupt 
movement; and a score of 3, artefacts throughout the entire 
movement. 

 The detectability of the main anatomical structures and 
the ability to characterize the (patho-) physiological function 
of the TMJ, in particular with respect to a potential 
displacement of the articular disc, were evaluated by three 
clinicians with 20, 5, and 4 years of experience in 
craniomandibular disorders, respectively. The visibility of 
anatomical structures was rated on a five-point scale, with a 
score of 1 indicating excellent visibility with very high 
confidence in diagnostic content; a score of 2, good visibility 
with high confidence in diagnostic content; a score of 3, 
visible with confidence in diagnostic content; a score of 4, 
poor visibility without confidence in diagnostic content; and 

a score of 5, no visibility and not diagnostic. A rating of 1 to 
3 was regarded as positive for detection [11,12].  

 The disc displacement of each TMJ was characterized as 
normal, anterior disc displacement with reduction (ADDR), 
anterior disc displacement without reduction (ADDNR), 
posterior disc displacement, lateral disc displacement, and 
medial disc displacement [16]. Condyle movements were 
classified as normal (with respect to range and continuity), 
limited (range), and discontinuous [11]. 

 The group-averaged scores for image artefacts and 
anatomical visibility were given as mean ± standard 
deviation. In addition, inter-observer variability was 
determined by using multi-rater kappa values [17] with the 
following definitions:  < 0.21, poor agreement;  = 0.21 – 
0.40, fair agreement;  = 0.41 – 0.60, moderate agreement;  
= 0.61 – 0.80, substantial agreement; and  = 0.81 – 1.00, 
almost perfect agreement.  

RESULTS 

 Real-time MRI of the TMJ was not only feasible in all 
subjects, but also robust in terms of practical performance 

 

Fig. (1). Setup for real-time MRI of the TMJ. (A) Subjects viewed 

an instruction video projected onto a screen (1). They were studied 

in a supine position with a bilateral array coil (2) parallel to the 

Frankfurt horizontal plane on both sides. (B, C) Real-time MRI was 

performed in an oblique sagittal orientation perpendicular to the 

long axis of the condylar head (3). 
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and image quality. Only 2 of 180 movies among 30 subjects 
required a second measurement to ensure maximal opening 
of the jaw. Fig. (3A) shows a series of images from a real-
time MRI movie (Supportive Movie 1) of a subject with 
normal TMJ function and no motion artefact during the 
entire movement cycle.  

 The clinical examination revealed 21 subjects with 
normal function, 6 subjects with an internal derangement of 
one TMJ, and 3 subjects with a bilateral disorder. The MRI 
findings showed diverse pathologies involving the articular 
disc, mandibular condyle, and bone. It should be noted, 

however, that the purpose of this pilot study was to test the 
feasibility of the new real-time MRI method rather than to 
achieve a comprehensive correlation of MRI findings with 
clinical data. 

 

Fig. (2). Real-time MRI of the TMJ at different contrasts (single 

subject, closed-mouth position). (Top) T1/T2 contrast using 

refocused radial FLASH vs (bottom) T1 contrast using spoiled 

radial FLASH for both (left) an in-phase condition (TE = 2.2 ms) 

and (right) an opposed-phase condition (TE = 3.8 ms) for 

overlapping water and fat signals. ad = articular disc, c = condylar 

head, arrows = anterior and posterior borders of the articular disc. 

 

Fig. (3). Real-time MRI of normal TMJ function without (A) and 

with (B) motion artefact. The images (0.75  0.75 mm
2
, 5 mm 

thickness, magnified views) were selected every 11 s (upper left to 

lower right) from the corresponding movies (Supportive Movies 1 

and 2) of the right TMJ of a 24-year-old male subject and of a 23-

year-old female subject, respectively. Arrows indicate structural 

blurring due to an abrupt jaw movement. 

Table 1. Rating of Image Artefacts (30 Subjects, 3 Observers) 

 

     Observer 1 Observer 2 Observer 3 Total Mean 

Mean ± SD 1.11 ± 0.64 1.15 ± 0.62 0.73 ± 0.63 1.01 ± 0.65 

% of cases 

with no artefacts 
15.1% 12.9% 36.6% 20.9% 

% of cases 

with mild artefacts at abrupt movement 
58.6% 59.1% 53.8% 57.2% 

% of cases 

with strong artefacts at abrupt movement 
26.3% 28.0% 9.7% 21.9% 

% of cases 

with artefacts throughout the movement 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
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Image Quality 

 The mean score for image artefacts was 1.01 ± 0.65 
(Table 1). Because of the insensitivity of the used MRI 
method to susceptibility differences or off-resonance effects, 
remaining artefacts were only observed at abrupt jaw 
movements. Fig. (3B) presents selected images from a movie 
(Supportive Movie 2) of a subject with a transient though 
severe blurring of structures (arrows), which was caused by a 
very rapid movement (artifact score 2). The inter-observer 
agreement with respect to motion artifacts was moderate (  = 
0.48) as one observer tended to generally rate for fewer 
artifacts than the other two. When the data from this 
observer were omitted, a substantial agreement was found 
between the other two observers with  = 0.63. 

 The mean score for anatomical detectability of major 
TMJ structures was 2.03 ± 0.71 (Table 2). Of all evaluated 
structures, more than 70% were rated as having good or 
excellent image quality (a score of 1 or 2) and over 95% 
were rated as positive for detection with diagnostic 
confidence (a score of 1, 2 or 3). For individual structures, 
almost 100% detectability was obtained for the condylar 
head independent of its position (  99.5%) and for all 
structures during movement (  97.3%). Inter-observer 
agreement for the rating of anatomical detectability was very 
good (  = 0.89).   

Joint Function  

 With respect to disc displacement, 41 cases (68.3%) were 
determined as normal, ten cases (16.7%) as ADDR, and one 
case (1.7%) as ADDNR. No posterior, lateral or medial 
displacements were observed. Eight cases (13.3%) did not 
reach an agreement between normal and ADDR among three 
observers. For condyle movements, 34 cases (56.7%) were 

determined as normal with continuous movement and 16 
cases (26.7%) as discontinuous movement. One case (1.7%) 
did not reach an agreement for a movement with normal or 
limited range and ten cases (16.7%) did not reach an 
agreement for a continuous or discontinuous movement. 
Nevertheless, there were very good inter-observer 
agreements for ratings of the disc displacement (  = 0.91) 
and condyle movement (  = 0.83).  

 Fig. (4) shows images from real-time MRI movies of a 
subject with anterior disc displacement (A) without 
reduction of the right TMJ and (B) with reduction of the left 
TMJ (Supportive Movies 3 and 4). The movements of the 
disc (arrows) and condyle as well as their relationship are 
clearly visualized. In particular, the time point of disc 
reduction is indicated by the abrupt movement of the 
condyle and the positional change of the disc (arrowhead). 

DISCUSSION  

 In comparison to previous studies of TMJ dynamics [7-
13], the present results are superior in terms of spatial 
resolution, tissue contrast, and residual artefacts. A brief 
review and comparison with the present work is summarized 
in Table 3. While susceptibility or off-resonance artefacts are 
completely avoided due to the very short echo times used 
here, the observation of transient motion artefacts is 
exclusively associated with the occurrence of abrupt joint 
movements. These problems must be attributed to the still 
relatively long acquisition time (1.66 s), which introduces 
data inconsistencies for objects with a sudden change of 
position. Rapid motions normally occur at the moment of 
disc recapture (as in the case of Fig. 3B) or when subjects 
feel a catch in their jaws (as in the case of Fig. 2B), which is 
caused by the internal derangement and often leads to joint 
“clicks and pops”. However, because of the good visibility 

Table 2. Anatomical Visibility and Detection Rate (30 Subjects, 3 Observers) 

 

 Mean ±  SD Detection Rate (%)
†
 

‡
 

Closed-mouth position 2.53 ± 0.89 84.9% 0.53 

Open-mouth position 2.28 ± 0.87 93.1% 0.82 Anterior border of disc 

During movement 2.22 ± 0.76 97.3% 0.89 

Closed-mouth position 2.89 ± 0.85 79.0% 0.53 

Open-mouth position 1.90 ± 0.79 97.3% 0.96 Posterior border of disc 

During movement 2.00 ± 0.68 98.9% 0.96 

Closed-mouth position 2.68 ± 0.74 91.9% 0.76 

Open-mouth position 1.98 ± 0.77 97.8% 0.98 Disc body 

During movement 2.10 ± 0.74 98.3% 0.96 

Closed-mouth position 1.27 ± 0.49 99.5% 0.98 

Open-mouth position 1.24 ± 0.48 99.5% 0.98 Condyle head 

During movement 1.27 ± 0.46 100.0% 1.00 

                                            Total mean 2.03 ± 0.71 94.8% 0.89 

†Anatomical detectability refers to a score of 1, 2, or 3. 
‡Multi-rater kappa values between all three observers for each component. 
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of the disc-condyle relationship throughout the movement, 
transient artefacts did not preclude the evaluation of joint 
dynamics. In fact, the achieved image quality resulted in a 
high detectability of all major TMJ structures (94.8%). In 
agreement with a recent study [11] slightly lower rates were 
found at the closed-mouth position for the anterior (84.9%) 
and posterior borders (79.0%) of the disc. The single case, 
where the disc body was hardly visible at all stages of the 
movement, led to a detection rate of 98.3% for the articular 
disc during movement, as opposed to 100% for the 
mandibular condyle (Table 2). The reason is believed to be 
an inappropriate biomechanical stress of the TMJ, which 
causes erosion of the condyle or temporal bone and results in 
a thin flat disc with possible perforation [18].  

 Despite advances in image quality, patient comfort (e.g., 
no bite block), and examination times (e.g., less than 8 min), 
two limitations of the present study are the need for a 

relatively slow jaw movement and the restriction to a single-
slice acquisition. Fortunately, it is foreseeable that a most 
recent innovation for real-time MRI that combines the 
present acquisition technique [14] with a nonlinear inverse 
image reconstruction [19] will solve this problem. The new 
MRI method allows for highly undersampled acquisitions of 
radial FLASH images and therefore leads to a further 
reduction of the acquisition time [20]. Preliminary trials 
yielded a 5-fold increase in temporal resolution for studies of 
TMJ movements without a sacrifice in image quality. 

 In conclusion, the present study reports on a robust 
visualization of the moving TMJ by real-time MRI with 
good image quality. The proposed method promises valuable 
information about the disc and condyle mobility, disc 
reduction, and topographic changes of the disc-condyle 
relationship at all stages of an active jaw movement. 

 

Fig. (4). Real-time MRI of abnormal TMJ function with anterior disc displacement without reduction (A) and anterior disc displacement with 

reduction (B). The images (parameters as in Fig. 3) were selected every 5 s (upper left to bottom right) from the corresponding movies 

(Supportive Movies 3 and 4) of the right and left TMJ of a 23-year-old female subject. The dislocated disc is indicated by arrows, while the 

moment of the disc recapture is indicated by an arrowhead. 
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Thorough patient studies are warranted to assess the 
diagnostic sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. 
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